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1.

World’s Best
SCOOTER:

480-336-1047

CEO@PRIDER.NET
REVOLUTIONARY SCOOTER

World’s only Standing
only, Slow moving, 2
lightweight parts Electric
scooter which provides
mobility to seniors and
people with mobility
difficulties, also allowed
on airplanes, and virtually
anywhere.

The
,revolutionary lightweight electric
scooter, is the world’s only Standing only, Slow moving, 2 lightweight
parts Electric scooter which provides mobility to seniors and people
with mobility difficulties, also allowed on airplanes, and virtually
anywhere. It is perfect especially for people with mobility difficulties
and seniors.
These people can now have a new life by more easily leaving home,
getting around, traveling and ‘walking’ in and out of their homes.
Now they can Stand & ‘Walk’ ProudlyTM
PrideR Scooter is the world’s only scooter with our patented ‘QuickAttachment Mechanism’, 2 removable lightweight parts, triple brakes, &
patented foot-brake pedal, all which make it a unique structure and
design resulting in a magical innovation.
These innovations enable quick assembly & disassembly and make it
easy for one person to put the scooter in the trunk in 14 seconds.
Most importantly, the Prider scooter is allowed in airplanes, buses,
trains, and virtually anywhere.

PRODUCT / BUS’

DESCRIPTION

Notes

2. Online – Gradual Price Reduction Patent: (aka Internet Trading of Goods & Services)
Goods & Services (AKA ‘Internet Trading’)
480-336-1047 joseph@shairon.com
MOST ADVANTAGES:
●A better method than all known online stores, but can add to better business.
●Eliminates auctions 3-10 days waiting, and offer updates.
●A new, exciting, revolutionized method of online sales.
●The price is gradually reduced during the duration of the posting.
●The seller does not have to keep updating the posted offer.
●Trade is completed when the buyer ‘grabs’ the product or service.
●The sale begins a new posting.
●Successfully resolve the disadvantages of other auction methods such as:
General Auctions, Low Price Internet Shopping,
“Buy It Now”, Buyer’s Price, Two-Phase Process
and Reverse Auction.=====================proceed

Online Gradual Price Reduction Patent
The new patent presents a new method, concept and process for internet sale of goods and services,
revolutionizing the current trading methods.
It will bring a new spirit, excitement, and interesting way of online purchasing. For large corporation, it
will brilliantly complement the existing price marketing models.
The patent enables users to post goods and services for sale at the maximum price, which thereafter
is gradually reduced to a minimum, pre-selected price, based on pre-programmed methods and
programs, according to a pre-selected schedule of price reduction, based on frequencies and
sequences of amounts of time, money and percentage, respectively.
CONSUMERS LOVE LOWER PRICES. When the price is reduced constantly, a person can
decide at one point to “grab” the item or service. This is a new excitement!

PRODUCT / BUS’
DESCRIPTION
Notes
3. INTERNET VENTURE – A MULTI-BILLION DOLLARS OPPORTUNITY
(Potentially). (For Sale or JV)
joseph@shairon.com 480-949-0894
BUYERS OR PARTNERS WANTED
A revolutionary concept: A NEW INTERNET SITE & LLC
Aimed To be A Multi-Billion Dollars Advertising Venture
This is a once in life time opportunity, which may change the life of all owners, partners, and the
company. This is a multi-billion dollars project (venture), so please kindly consider my proposal.
The nature of the concept is a unique advertising venture, which is superior. I have developed, and I
am the architect of the website, but my professor built it.
We should be No. 1 in the world in the general area of INTERNET ADVERTISEMENT. I cannot
Specify more now, only after NDA, yet, based on my reputation and experience, trust me this is
HUGE.
More details when we speak, pending NDA when appropriate.
A good partner would be an IT/Web Design company, or an investor with appropriate fund.
A buyer of the venture will also get the website.

PRODUCT / BUS’
4. Pick ‘Em All®
Patent and ®
Registered
Trademark for sale.
Also, entire inventory of
700 is for sale.

DESCRIPTION

Notes

Pick 'Em All ®:

FOR SALE: REGISTERED MARK and/or INVENTORY

"Pick 'Em All®"

www.PickEmAll.com(® Registered Mark and/or Business for sale)
A Universal Random Number Selector
For All Games of Chance In The World

(Rack for 6 Picks)
World’s smallest and best random number selector for all games of
chance in the world.
Structure:
A 3 1/2" x 2", 1 oz. Handheld number selector, with
9 balls of 8 colors in a color
blister card for selecting
numbers for more than 31
games of chance worldwide.

The users of "Pick 'Em All®" can select numbers for ALL 45 different
games of chance in the world, including POWER BALL, all LOTTOSLOTTERIES, KENO and all the following in the U.S.:

Badger 5, Big 4, Big Game, Big Game, Big Game-Quick Pick, Cash
5, Cash, WinFull, Classic Lotto, Daily Millions, DailyMillions, Fantasy
5, Hoosier Lotto, Jack Pots, Kansas Cash, Little Lotto, Mega Millions,
Selection is made by Mega Money, NJ Cash 5, NJ Pick, 6, NY Quick Draw, PA Match 6,
placing a movable divider Pick 6, Pick 4, Pick 3, Power Ball, Quick Draw, Roadwinner, Rolling
through one of the pairs of Cash 5 and SuperLotto/Plus.
side slots formed on the
IT CAN BE USED FOR ALL GAMES OF CHANCE. EXAMPLE:
sides of the selector.
Then, the player moves as
many balls as needed to
the upper compartment,
shakes the device and
select the numbers printed
above the balls.

YOU MAY BUY THE INVENTORY
And / or THE REGISTERED MARK

"Pick 'Em All®"

PRODUCT / BUS’

5. 28” Midget Hoist
WORLD’S SMALLEST
MAINTENANCE HOIST.

DESCRIPTION

Notes

28” Midget Hoist
WORLD'S SMALLEST HOIST. Approved, recommended and
purchased by U.S. Defense, Air Force, Navy, National Guard.
(Special Defense NSN)
This is a VEHICLE PARTS PULLER of 15 parts by one (1) man only!
On the ground.

28" Midget Hoist, The world's smallest maintenance tool, is the most revolutionary hoist, which
enables one mechanic to perform work of 2-3 men in replacing 15 different parts of vehicles of
all types (over 2000 Lbs.) without lifting the vehicles on air, FASTER, SAFER and EASIER, also
saving bodily injury and down time.
It is also ideal for road and out of shop repairs, yet it weighs only 64 pounds.
The MIDGET HOIST was already purchased by the US Air Force, US Navy, US
Army Depot, the National Guard, and private companies such as Arrowhead Water, Burlington
Northern and electric companies. The Army of a foreign country
had also recently purchased a few units.
The MIDGET HOIST enables the mechanic to maneuver the parts he replaces 360 degrees
for easy alignment and installation. Also, using the mini hoist, mechanics no longer carry the
parts, which perfectly complies with the new safety codes prohibiting mechanics from carrying
more than 40 lbs.

Contact for more information.

PRODUCT/BUS’

DESCRIPTION

Notes

6. Tsiyoni’s

3 Books and Inventories Via Tsiyoni’s Shairon Publishing Co.
www.ShaironPublishing.com.................................. Joseph@shairon.com

(By owner):

480-949-0894

SELLING 3 BOOKS and/or INVENTORY and/or COPYRIGHTS:

1. Easy English For All - Basic Through Advanced
2. Beat 'Em All Casino Winner
3. AsthmaGone? -- How Asthma Symptoms Disappeared In Six Months
======================
BOOK 1
Easy English For All - Basic Through Advanced
The world's best self-study and reference English grammar book, the book of the future and a "school
at home". The Easy English For All - Basic Through Advanced covers the most commonly used parts
of the English language, written in a special format developed by the author.
The book is excellent for teachers and for students from 6th grade to and includes college students. It
is also good for students in various English programs such as ESL, ELL, ABE, EFL, ELT and GED.
(Visit website to read all info).

BOOK 2
Beat 'Em All Casino Winner
A new concept in gambling is presented in this book by Joseph Tsiyoni, author of several
professional books, professional auditor and analyst and an inventor. He draws on 20 years of casino
experience in developing this new approach and new concept in gambling.
In Mr. Tsiyoni's professional opinion, the book, which is written in a new format, is one of the best
gambling books available, if not the best one. It consists of easy to follow instructions, which show
experienced or first-time gamblers a new way to make their trip to the casino enjoyable. The new
concept is based on playing only some games for pleasure, and playing one specific game to win.
The instructions tell when to play, how to play, where to play, and how much money to bet, etc.
Tsiyoni's step by step guide to gambling proves there is a better way to win, a better way to play, a
better way to have fun. The new format, consisting of 133 numbered sections, makes the referral
from one section to another easy. It enables experienced gamblers to skip sections containing
information they may already know. (Note: Book has B/W photos/cover)

BOOK 3
AsthmaGone? -- How Asthma Symptoms Disappeared In Six Months
A cure for asthma & bronchitis may have been proven (Using Dr. Koder’s natural process).
Nothing is more convincing than testimonies of some of hundreds people who were cured from
asthma and bronchitis. That is thanks to a simple cooking process which was developed by the
late physician, Dr. Julien J. Koder, M.D. and Dentist. He himself treated hundreds with his
6-months natural grain cooking process, whereby all asthma and bronchitis symptoms
disappeared. The process is well described in Joseph Tsiyoni’s book "AsthmaGone? How Asthma
Symptoms Disappeared In Six Months".
Mr. Tsiyoni claims that this is the only known process which helps people who suffer from Asthma,
Bronchitis, Coryza & Irritative Cough. All existing medications can only relieve attacks and pain until
the next episode. Nothing totally prevents attacks, hospitalization; nothing is as helpful as Dr. Koder’s
proven process. Many people have been missing a great opportunity to enjoy a life-time opportunity
using this ONE-TIME, EXTREMELY INEXPENSIVE natural process, instead of taking many
medications and suffer at high cost.
“AsthmaGone” reveals Dr. J. Koder’s natural grain cooking process, which eliminated all asthma and
bronchitis symptoms of hundreds of people each in 6 months, using only $45 worth
of a natural grain(now about $95). The process described in Tsiyoni’s book, along with information on
omega oils (in the grain) is simple, and easy to use. Note that Omega Oils have been the main
element in a massive world-wide research for a cure for asthma.
Author Joseph Tsiyoni says that he had helped many people, and that he can "prove it with medical
records and testimonials." He says it is worth it to spend $65 on a natural grain, rich in omega oils,
just to have a life-time chance, as many people did. He added "Considering doctor visits, hospitals
and medication costs, can an asthmatic person afford not to try it?"
Following are quotes from letters of extremely satisfied users of the amazing process.
Amenda Stanwood: “I have had great success. was using 2 inhalers 4 times daily. My Dr. was putting
me on Advair – I quite by chance fell upon your book. I thank god I was led to your process I thank u
for this wonderful process. My Life is much Better-I can Breathe Thank you!”
Clint Collins: "After just two months of eating the natural grain, I had significant reduction...and after
another few months, I did not need any medication... I can honestly say: my asthma has gone.
James Matt: "Dear Joseph: ....how wonderful that Asthma Process worked wonders for my 6-year old
son, Michael...my son's asthma in six months seems to be totally gone. ... Now he takes nothing....
THANK YOU VERY MUCH." [visit www.AsthmaGone.com].

PRODUCT / BUS’

7.

MOVER INVENTION:

DESCRIPTION
Notes
“ MOVE ‘EM ALL” – a new mover

A REVOLUTIONARY
BIKES AND FURNITURE
MOVER:

MAINLY FOR EXERCISE BIKES, BUT CAN ALSO BE
USED FOR OTHER FURNITURE.

THE ONLY SUCH
INVENTION IN THE
WORLD

Moving Exercise Bikes and (many) Fitness Machines
By One Person ONLY

DESCRIPTION
A furniture dolly-type apparatus, for multi purposes, especially for moving fitness machines exercise
bikes.
CURRENT HAULING PROBLEM
Difficulties moving exercise bikes and (many) fitness machines, especially in narrow places such as
home, and due to the weight of such machines, physical damage is common for people who attempt
to move such equipment. Although some have fitness machines have front or rear flat special wheels,
the user must lift one side to push the machine. This would surely cause back and other damages,
even hernia. Other machines take several people to move.
SOLUTION
The Move 'Em Around™ makes exercise bikes moving fitness machines easily, by one person
using a few fingers only. A photo showing an exercise bike with the invention, and a video
demonstration are available upon signing NDA.
Both show one exercise bike with front flat wheels, and a flat metal bar in the rear, without wheels. A
person moves the exercise bike with ONE FINGER!
Therefore, the Move ’Em Around™ (“Mover”) is newly invented product on the process of patent
application.
No other dolly enables that. (E.g. Harbor Freight item No. 93888). The new invention is designed
uniquely move fitness machines and exercise bikes.
A video demonstration is also available pending signed NDA.

PRODUCT / BUS’
DESCRIPTION
P.C. Back-Up Invention –
8. P.C. Back-Up
EVERYONE NEEDS
Invention
Resolves The Back-Up Nightmare.

Notes

This is the most significant invention in the area of computer accessories.
A P.C. DEVICE which resolves a computer user’s nightmare of computer hard disc failure and/or loss
of programs, files and/or software, especially when time consuming is critical to complete computer
work (operation) or inability to immediately repair the damage.
The device IS A SMALL ACCESSORY to be connected to the computer, thus enabling a new method
of backup, which does not exist. It is inexpensive, easy to use, and revolutionary.

PRODUCT/BUS’

9. WORD and
EDUCATIONAL

GAME

DESCRIPTION

Notes

A Revolutionary Educational Game

joseph@shairon.c
om
480-949-0894

Temporary Name: KNOW IT ALL™
-Makes Boggle Obsolete).

WORKING PROTOTYPE READY FOR MANUFACTURING.
This is multi-purpose, hand-held device, light-weight, a fun to play with, hand-held game, which can
be used anywhere at home, while traveling in cars, airplane, train, or at school, playground, etc. It is
also a good group game, enabling a few children to play together and compete.
The game enables users to randomly select letters and numbers for the purpose of playing all the
games listed above, and for teaching and learning. It can be used for:
***WORDS
****ALPHABET

****MATH

****COLORS
****NUMBERS
****SKILL DEVELOPMENT
**** SPELLING IMPROVEMENT

****LANGUAGE

PRODUCT / BUS’

10. PUZZLE
INVENTION.

DESCRIPTION

Notes

PUZZLE INVENTION:

joseph@shairon.com
480-949-0894

PuzzleSick™ & PuzzleStix™

PuzzleSick™ & PuzzleStix™
PUZZLE INVENTION: ALTERNATIVE TO RUBIK’S CUBE, BUT A DIFFERENT PRODUCT.
Introducing PuzzleSick™ (PuzzleStix)™, A toy puzzle more difficult than the Rubik’s Cube.
PuzzleSick™ is intended to become the new world’s toughest challenge to people.
Buyer or partners are wanted for the purpose of manufacturing and marketing the PuzzleSick™
worldwide.
The product s made of wood, thus extremely easy and inexpensive to manufacture.
Potential buyers or partners should submit background information, current occupation and place of
work, position, and indication of financial ability to pay for the transaction.

MORE SPECIFIC INFORMATION IS BELOW BY SUBJECTS
INFORMATION IS BELOW BY SUBJECTS

ITEM 2. ONLINE GRADUAL PRICE REDUCTION PATENT
(INTERNET TRADING INVENTION
For goods and services.
MISSION: CREATING A GIANT INTERNET TRADING COMPANY.
Joseph Tsiyoni’s

Online Gradual Price Reduction Patent – Goods & Services
(AKA Internet Trading)
and
Tsiyoni’s Gradual Price Reduction™ Formulas (©Copyright 2011-2013)
(Revolutionizes Internet Trading; Brings New Excitement)
U.S. Patent 8359230

A. BRIEF
Tsiyoni’s new patent presents a new method, concept and process for internet trading of goods
and services, making the “auction” types, such as eBay, secondary or maybe soon, obsolete. It
revolutionizes the current trading methods, bringing a new spirit, excitement and interesting way of
internet-online trading. The patent is based on Tsiyoni’s Gradual Price Reduction™ Formulas (©
Copyright 2011-2014) for goods and services.
Most importantly, the new patent-method will enable many companies, such as Wal-Mart, Kmart,
JCPenney, Amazon, Sears and Best Buy to brilliantly complement the existing price
marketing models.
B. ABSTRACT
A new internet trading method, concept and process enables users to post goods and services for
sale and purchasing, whereby the posted price begins at its maximum, and thereafter is gradually
reduced to a minimum, pre-selected price, based on pre-programmed methods and programs,
according to a pre-selected schedule of price reduction based on frequencies and sequences of
amounts of time, money and percentage, respectively.
The new process provides sets of pre-programmed price reduction schedules, unknown to the
buyer, which may be prepared by the seller, or selected from a pool of computerized sets, or
randomly selected by the system.
Then, at every certain amounts of pre-selected times, the maximum price of such goods or
services is reduced by certain amount of money, or percentage, respectively to the maximum price
initially posted, up to the minimum price. The gradual reduction during the duration of the sale
enables a prospective buyer to `grab` (purchase) the item by placing an offer at any given time, for
the posted price at that time, thereby instantly purchasing the product or service, ending the
sale, and starting a new sale.

ITEM 3: NEW INTERNET VENTURE
LLC HAS BEEN FORMED
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP A $BILLION SITE.
Huge potential! Partner(s) needed to launch a new site which may be a gold mine with only one
completion. NO INITIAL INVESTMENT IS NEEDED IF THE partner has a server and can run the
website.
Please select one of two options:
A. PARTNERSHIPS WITHOUT INVESTMENT
You must be able to run a web site, have a server, and assists in obtaining software for the
project, as well as web site. Software should not costs more than a 1-3 thousands;
In such case, we will begin the new venture “from home’, and develop it hopefully to a giant
internet website. With my idea. The new venture, based on an existing concept, may be a
leader or a #2 in the area of business.

B. PARTNERSHIPS WITH MINOR INVESTMENT
The partner will invest a modest amount of money, about $10,000 - $18,000 with one of the
following options:
1. Be an active partner by operating the web site and/or the server
2. By funding the annual server services and operation, estimated to be few thousands a
year.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx END OF ITEM 3 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ITEM 4:
"Pick 'Em All®"
RANDOM NUMBER SELECTOR FOR ALL GAMES OF CHANCE
Note:

While W/S price is $2.25, we offer the entire inventory of 700 Picks for only 75 cents each
+ Shipping.

A Universal Random Number Selector

For All Games of Chance Worldwide

IT CAN BE USED FOR ALL GAMES OF CHANCE. EXAMPLE:
ALL LOTTERIES & LOTTOS

GAME

& 3, 4, 5,

Pick 'Em All®, a revolutionary world-wide number selector, enables players to randomly select
numbers for ALL GAMES OF CHANCE all over the world, including
POWER BALL, all LOTTOS-LOTTERIES, MEGA MILLIONS, KENO and many other games:
Badger 5, Big 4, Big Game, Big Game-Quick Pick, Cash 5, Cash, WinFull, Classic Lotto, Daily
Millions, dailyMillions, Fantasy 5, Hoosier Lotto, Jack Pots, Kansas Cash, Little Lotto, Mega
Millions, Mega Money, NJ Cash 5, NJ Pick, 6, NY Quick Draw, PA Match 6, Pick 6, Pick 4, Pick 3,
Power Ball, Quick Draw, Roadwinner, Rolling Cash 5 and SuperLotto/Plus. (All lottos in all states
and countries.)

Pick 'Em All® enables the players to randomly select up to 8 "lucky" numbers at a time by placing
a movable divider through one of the pairs of side slots- according to the type of the game.
Numbers can also be selected for two different games, or for two parts of the Keno, 1-40, 41-80,
simultaneously. It is fun to select number with the "Pick 'Em All®" .
Selection is made by placing a movable divider through one of the pairs of side slots formed on the
sides of the selector. Then, the player moves as many balls as needed to the upper compartment,
shakes the device and select the numbers printed above the balls.
Players can also select numbers for two different games at a time, simultaneously.

"Let's "Pick 'Em All®"!

"Let's "Pick 'Em All®"!
Prices:
RETAIL:
W/S:

Pending the industry: Between $3.50 to $9.99
$2.25; 1,000 Pcs: $2.00; 3,000: $1.75

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx-END OF ITEM PICK -xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

ITEM 5: 28” MIDGET HOIST - World’s SMALLEST HOIST
World’s best and only vehicular maintenance tool which enables ONE MAN to
replace 15 parts of a vehicle alone, without lifting the trucks on air.

BRIEF
28" Midget Hoist, The world's smallest maintenance tool, is the most revolutionary hoist,
which enables one mechanic to perform work of 2-3 men in replacing 15 different parts of
vehicles of all types (over 2000 Lbs.) without lifting the vehicles on air, FASTER, SAFER and
EASIER, also saving bodily injury and down time.
It is also ideal for road and out of shop repairs, yet it weighs only 64 pounds.
The MIDGET HOIST was already purchased by the US Air Force, US Navy, US
Army Depot, the National Guard, and private companies such as Arrowhead Water,
Burlington Northern and electric companies. The Army of a foreign country
had also recently purchased a few units.
The MIDGET HOIST enables the mechanic to maneuver the parts he replaces 360 degrees
for easy alignment and installation. Also, using the mini hoist, mechanics no longer carry
the parts, which perfectly complies with the new safety codes prohibiting mechanics from
carrying more than 40 lbs.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY - BUY IT OR BECOME A PARTNER

GENERAL:

Revolutionary World's Smallest Hoist Replaces 15 Parts Of Heavy Trucks And Buses
By One Person; Triples Productivity, Prevents Injuries; Made In The USA.

28” Midget Hoist
Universal Automotive Vehicle Parts Puller
Replaces 15 parts by one man without lifting the vehicle

3. 15 Parts involved:
DIFFERENTIAL: FRONT
DIFFERENTIAL: REAR
DRIVE LINE
BRAKE DRUM
AXLE HOUSING
POWER DIVIDER
REAR SPRINGS
STEERING BOX
SUSPENSION SPRINGS
BOOSTER WHEELS
BATTERY BOX
FLY WHEELS
PUSHER WHEELS
WATER TANK
TRANSMISSION SPLITTER BOX

4.

Users:

5. Uniqueness:

A. Every truck shop repair
B. Every transportation company
C. Every company who owns any of the types of
vehicles described in section 3-B
D. Every shop or company who repairs any of
such vehicles
E. Every vehicular stop on freeways

A. There is no such a tool
B. This is the only tool of a kind
C. The techniques are not known, so the
Efficiency has not been exposed

©Copyright, 1989-2021, Joseph Tsiyoni & Shairon Int’l. Trade Co

ITEM 6. Tsiyoni’s 3 Books and
(By owner):

SELLING 3 BOOKS and/or INVENTORY and/or COPYRIGHTS:

1. Easy English For All - Basic Through Advanced
2. Beat 'Em All Casino Winner
3. AsthmaGone? -- How Asthma Symptoms Disappeared In Six Months

======================
SAME INFORMATION AS IN THE TABLE, Item 6

ITEM 7: MOVER: Move 'Em Around™
A Multi Uses Dolly For Fitness Machines, Bikes, Furniture and Alike
PROPOSAL TO PURCHASE OUR NEW PATENT

Move 'Em Around™ INVENTION (Patent Pending)
YOU MAY TAKE OVER THIS INVENTION
DESCRIPTION
A bikes and furniture dolly-type apparatus, for multi purposes, especially for moving fitness
machines, exercise bikes and furniture.
Due to difficulties moving exercise bikes and fitness machines, especially in narrow places such as
home, and due to the weight of such machines, physical damage is common for people who
attempt to move such equipment. Although some have fitness machines have front or rear flat
special wheels, the user must lift one side to push the machine. This would surely cause back and
other damages, even hernia. Other machines requires 2 or more persons to move.
The Move 'Em Around™ makes moving fitness machines easily, such as fitness bike, which can
be moved by one person using a few fingers only. The photo below shows one exercise bike with
front flat wheels, and a flat metal bar in the rear, without wheels. A person must lift the bike and
push it in order to move it around.

This invention can be used for other items, including furniture, thus becomes a multi-purpose item.
© Copyrights 2021, Joseph Tsiyoni, Shairon Int’l. Trade. All rights reserved. No part of this document may
be copied without the written consent from Joseph

ITEM 8.

P.C. COMPUTER ACCESSORY FOR BACK-UP

THIS PRODUCT WOULD BE THE MOST REVOLUTIONARY COMPUTER
ACCESSORY RELATED TO BACK-UP. It resolves the back-up nightmare for ever
computer user.
A P.C. DEVICE which resolves a computer user’s nightmare of computer hard disc failure and/or
loss of programs, files and/or software, especially when time consuming is critical to complete
computer work (operation) or inability to immediately repair the damage.
The device IS A SMALL ACCESSORY to be connected to the computer, thus enabling a new
method of backup, which does not exist. It is inexpensive, easy to use, and revolutionary.
BUYER / PARTNER WANTED.
=============================================

ITEM 9: WORD & EDUCATIONAL GAME
Temporary Name: KNOW IT ALL™
This Revolutionary Educational Game will make the known Boggle Obsolete.
It is a simple, multi-function game, HAND-HELD, fun to play with for children of the ages 1-16 in all
countries.
Children can also learn, in a fun and playing way:
WORDS; MATH; COLORS; NUMBERS; LANGUAGE; ALPHABET; SKILL DEVELOPMENT ;
SPELLING IMPROVEMENT
WORKING PROTOTYPE READY FOR MANUFACTURING.
The game is a great travel game, and can be used anywhere: at home, while traveling in cars,
airplane, train, or at school, playground, etc. It is also a good group game, enabling a few children
to play together and compete.
THE INVENTION IS FOR SALE.
==============================================.

ITEM 10: PUZZLE INVENTION:
ALTERNATIVE TO RUBIK’S CUBE –
BUT A DIFFERENT PRODUCT.
PuzzleSick™ & PuzzleStix™
PUZZLE INVENTION: ALTERNATIVE TO RUBIK’S CUBE, BUT A DIFFERENT PRODUCT.
Introducing PuzzleSick™ (PuzzleStix)™, A toy puzzle more difficult than the Rubik’s Cube.
PuzzleSick™ is intended to become the new world’s toughest challenge to people.
Buyer or partners are wanted for the purpose of manufacturing and marketing the PuzzleSick™
worldwide.
The product s made of wood, thus extremely easy and inexpensive to manufacture.
Potential buyers or partners should submit background information, current occupation and place
of work, position, and indication of financial ability to pay for the transaction.
*************************************************END**********************************************************
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